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Surface plasmon-enhanced gold nanoantenna structures on glass substrate are studied for increased localized electric field and
fluorescence at the feed gap locations of the antennas. Dipole, Archimedean balanced spiral, and bowtie and double bowtie
geometries are studied for surface plasmon effect. Different flare angles for bowtie geometries are compared to each other. Double
bowtie geometry with dual polarization capability exhibited superior performance with almost 56 dB field enhancement factor.
We also studied the effect of substrate thickness on electric field enhancement and we found that glass thickness plays a critical
role for coherent addition of surface plasmons at the feed gap location. The surface plasmon effect is proven by considering perfect
electric conductor model of gold instead of its modified Drude model.

1. Introduction

Optical antenna has emerged as a promising field for
enhancing the efficiency of photo detectors, light emitters,
biosensors, and spectroscopy [1–4]. With the advancements
in key enabling technologies at nanoscale fabrication, these
antennas have been built and proven to be useful for many
applications at infrared and visible regions of electromag-
netic spectrum [5–12]. One peculiarity that makes these
antennas differ from traditional antennas at RF region is that
they can utilize spontaneous emission to increase their emis-
sion rates [13–20]. Purcell [15], in his classical work, showed
that a resonator coupled with the antenna structure can build
up zero-point fluctuations within a small volume that can
potentially increase the rate of optical transitions by several
magnitudes of order. This idea has inspired the use of metal
nanoparticles to excite surface plasmons to enhance localized
emission rate. Although Purcell factors can be as large as 105

for microcavities, the quality factors of plasmonic structures
are usually less than 100 due to radiative and absorptive loss
involved in the process of spontaneous emission.

With the advent of scanning near field optical microscopy
and single molecule microscopy, experimental tools provided
controlled laboratory experiments to examine the enhance-
ment in fluorescence from single molecule in proximity to

noble metal nanoparticles [21–27]. The underlying physics
in the near-field interaction closely resembles the concept
of optical antennas. Metal nanoparticles support surface
Plasmon polariton modes that depend on the nanoparticle
structural shape and its surroundings such as substrate
underneath [28–32]. The interaction of these metal nanopar-
ticles with the molecule in subwavelength range enhances
spontaneous emission by several orders of magnitude.

Unlike its transmission and reception modes of opera-
tion, a nanoantenna can also serve as a good aid for fluores-
cence spectroscopy due to strong field enhancement localized
in the feed region [33–41]. However, the shape and overall
dimensions of the antenna with its substrate play a critical
role in achieving local field enhancement while avoiding
quenching. The structural shapes of optical antennas are
quite similar to those of traditional antennas with one excep-
tion: ease of manufacturability. It is possible to propose many
varieties of 2- and 2.5D planar traditional antennas to optical
regime, but manufacturing tolerances and limits of process-
ing technologies shorten the list to quite few simple struc-
tures. In that respect, rod and bowtie geometries have been
preferred over other designs. Nevertheless, spirals and other
structures have also been simulated for better performance.

We first study traditional antenna shapes for gold
imprinted on glass substrate and compare their local field
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enhancement factors at the antenna feed gap. Instead of
analyzing entire antenna surface, we only consider field
enhancement at the feed location where a sample can be
placed. We also study the effects of substrate dimensions on
enhancement factors because excitation and coherent addi-
tion of surface wave plasmons at the feed gap are important.
We prove that the local field (electric field) enhancement
is due to the surface wave plasmon effect by comparing
identical structure to that of a perfect electric conductor.
Lastly, we propose polarization insensitive antenna structure
for local field enhancement.

2. Theoretical Background for
Field Enhancement

Using photokinetic rates at steady state, the fluorescence rate
per molecule Fm is given by [42]

Fm = κφ
σIe

1 + Ie/Isat
, (1)

where κ represents collection efficiency, φ is quantum effi-
ciency (φ = γrad/(γrad + γnonrad), γrad and γnonrad are rate
constants for radiative and nonradiative emission rates), σ
denotes excitation cross section, Ie is the excitation intensity,
and Isat is the saturation intensity. For Ie � Isat, Fm ∼ κφIe
and for Ie � Isat, Fm can be approximated as Fm ∼ κφIsat ≈
κγrad. Measured fluorescence Fm(t) is expressed as

Fm(t) =
∫
Fm(r)C(r, t)dr3, (2)

where C(r, t) is the time-dependent concentration. When
measured fluorescence is integrated over a period T ,
observed fluorescence can be stated as

F =
∫ T

0
Fm(t)dt. (3)

Single molecule radiative emission is proportional to
molecule dipole moment and local excitation electric field:

γrad ∝ |�p · �E|2. Therefore, observed fluorescence is strongly
dependent on local excitation electric field for the case where
the excitation intensity is much larger than the saturation
intensity.

To observe field enhancement due to spontaneous emis-
sion, one can consider metal on dielectric residing in x-
y plane with boundary normal pointing in z-direction.
For infinite dimensions in transverse plane, one can solve
Maxwell’s equations for field components due to an incident
plane wave excitation. It appears that only for transverse
magnetic (TM) excitation surface wave plasmons can be
excited if εd > 0, εm < 0, and εm + εd < 0, where εd and
εm are the permittivity of dielectric and metal, respectively.
It can be easily shown that these conditions are equivalent to
ε′m < −εd, where εm = ε′m + iε′′m. There are only few noble
metals (Au, Ag, Pt, etc.) that can satisfy these conditions for
frequencies below plasma frequency. Thus, it is possible to
excite surface plasmons and design the structure in a way that
surface plasmons add coherently at a specified location for
increased localized electric field and fluorescence.

3. Antenna Design

We consider glass substrate (Pyrex) with gold imprinted
on it. Drude model of gold is used in the simulations and
simulations were performed using CST microwave studio, a
3D electromagnetic field solver based on finite integration
technique which is a modified version of finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) solution technique. Drude model of
gold, which is a modified free-electron gas model for metals
in bound-electron region, has been extensively studied
before and the relative dielectric constant of gold can be
approximated as

εr(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2
p

ω2 + iγω
, (4)

where ε∞, ωp, and γ are the relative dielectric constant
at infinity, plasma frequency, and collusion frequency,
respectively. The values of ωp and γ are 1.216×1016 rad/s and
0.2 × 1014 rad/s, and they are consistent with bulk material
data [43]. We considered dipole antenna, spiral antenna,
bowtie antenna, and double-bowtie antenna for local field
enhancement. The structures are shown in Figure 1.

All of the antennas are assumed to reside on 1200 ×
1200 nm glass substrate and the thickness of the glass
substrate is 1100 nm. The dipole one arm length and feed gap
separation are taken as 125 nm and 30 nm, respectively. The
thickness of the gold imprint is 10 nm. Antenna resonance
(λ = λ0/

√
εr , εr is relative permittivity of glass substrate),

according to classical antenna theory, is expected to be
around 242 THz. For spiral geometry, the feed gap separation
is optimized to 20 nm and the thickness of the gold is 14 nm.
Arm width of the Archimedean balanced spiral is 20 nm, and
only one turn with 70 nm turn radius is considered. Bowtie
antenna has been studied for various flare angles, particularly
for 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. Feed gap and width of the bowtie have
been varied for different geometries, but the length of one
arm is kept constant at 125 nm. The thickness is again taken
as 10 nm. In all cases, unity strength plane wave incident
from glass substrate side, that is, opposite side of antenna,
is assumed. In addition, we observe field enhancement at
the center location of the feed region for all antennas. Field
enhancement outside this region may reach higher levels
than this location, but our primary interest is in applications
fluorescence at the center of feed region. All simulations
are carried out within 100–400 THz frequency band due to
limited applicability of Drude model.

4. Results and Discussion

The structures are simulated to study electric field enhance-
ment at feed gap location. Although past studies concen-
trated on overall field enhancement on any location in
proximity to antenna structure, we are particularly interested
in the feed gap location. The dipole antenna is simulated first
for reference and the result is displayed in Figure 2 for a plane
wave polarized in x-direction.

Maximum field enhancement occurs at 166.5 THz with
150 V/m electric field at the feed location. Then, Archime-
dean balanced spiral antenna is simulated and the electric
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Figure 1: Nanoantenna structures considered for surface plasmon enhancement: (a) dipole, (b) Archimedean spiral, (c) bowtie, and (d)
double bowtie.
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Figure 2: Electric field enhancement at the feed gap location of
dipole antenna for x-polarized unity strength plane wave illumina-
tion.

field at the feed location is given in Figure 3. The spiral anten-
na is excited with x-polarized plane wave and the electric field
components along x- and y-directions are simulated.

It is observed that the electric field has a maximum
at 184.5 THz with 285 V/m amplitude, which is 2.68 times
larger than that of dipole antenna. The y-component of the
electric field is about 92.5 V/m at the same frequency. The
field component along the straight edges of the spiral exhibits
better field enhancement when it is excited with plane wave
polarized in that direction. In our case, this is x-direction.
When the antenna is excited with a y-polarized plane wave,
field enhancement is lower. Thus, feed edge alignment greatly
impacts field enhancement, and dual polarization capability
of spiral is limited. The electric field distribution at 184 THz
is shown in Figure 4. We also note that we observe higher
field value (322 V/m) away from the center of the antenna.
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Figure 3: Electric field component along x- and y-directions at the
feed gap location of Archimedean spiral antenna for x-polarized
unity strength plane wave illumination.

Next, bowtie antennas with 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ flare angles
are simulated, and the results are given in Figure 5 for x-
polarized uniform plane wave illumination.

Electric field maximum occurs at 171 THz with
174.5 V/m for 30◦ flare angle bowtie, at 183 THz with
216 V/m for 60◦ flare angle bowtie, and at 172.5 THz with
288 V/m for 90◦ flare angle bowtie. It is clear that 90◦

bowtie outperforms other designs and it is 2.72 times larger
than that of dipole antenna. It is well known in classical
antenna theory that as flare angle is increased from 30◦

to 90◦, bowtie antenna possesses larger bandwidth but
not considerably higher gain as the current distribution
along incident polarization direction remains relatively
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Figure 4: Electric field distribution on Archimedean spiral antenna
at 184 THz due to x-polarized unity strength plane wave incidence.
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Figure 5: Electric field at the feed gap of bowtie with (a) 30◦, (b)
60◦, and (c) 90◦ flare angles due to x-polarized unity strength plane
wave incidence.

unchanged. However, with surface plasmon effect, field
enhancement is considerably higher with 90◦ flare angle
bowtie. The electric field distribution on 90◦ flare angle
bowtie at 172.5 THz is shown in Figure 6.

To prove that electric field enhancement is indeed due
to surface plasmon polariton mode, and we compared the
electric field magnitudes of bowtie structure with a perfect
electrical conductor (PEC); that is, the Drude model of
gold metal is replaced with that of infinite conductivity. The
electric field for PEC case is displayed in Figure 7. The electric
field at 172.5 THz for PEC model is 41, which is mostly due
to first resonance of the structure.

Although bowtie provides a nice localized field enhance-
ment, it is polarization sensitive. To overcome this short-
coming of bowtie, we studied double bowtie geometry for
dual polarization. The simulation results for double bowtie
geometries with different flare angles are shown in Figure 8.
Surprisingly high value of double bowtie with 45◦ flare
angle is observed at the center of feed location. At 151 THz,
field enhancement is 620, which is more than 4 times of
dipole antenna. As coupling within neighboring structures
affect the frequency of maximum field enhancement, 90◦
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Figure 6: Electric field distribution on 90◦ bowtie antenna at
172.5 THz due to x-polarized plane wave incidence.
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Figure 7: Electric field at the feed gap location of single bowtie for
PEC model of gold.
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Figure 8: Electric field component along y-direction at the feed gap
location of double bowtie antenna for y-polarized unity strength
plane wave illumination.
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flare angle exhibited poor performance, but still higher than
dipole antenna. When the structures are excited with x-
polarized plane wave instead of y, same field enhancement
factors are observed with very similar cross-polarization
levels. Thus, double bowtie is indeed polarization insensitive
compared to other structures and provided large enhance-
ment factors. The electric field distribution on 45◦ flare angle
double bowtie at 151 THz is shown in Figure 9. Electric field
is confined to very small area compared to other structures
and it exhibits very good localized field enhancement for
numerous fluorescence applications.

To make sure that electric field enhancement is due to
surface plasmon polariton mode, we again compared the
electric field amplitudes of double bowtie structure with a
perfect electrical conductor (PEC). The electric field for PEC
case is displayed in Figure 10. The electric field for PEC
model is at most 50 V/m, which is in line with single bowtie
simulations.

We have also observed that glass thickness plays a critical
role in field enhancement. As reflections from side walls
and bottom side of the substrate may add up constructively
and/or destructively at the feed location, one must carry out a
thickness perturbation study on the electric field simulations.
We varied substrate (glass) thickness from 1400 nm to
200 nm with 300 nm steps to observe the effect of thickness
on electric field and the results are displayed in Figure 11.
The frequency at which the electric field becomes maximum
remains relatively unchanged as thickness varied. It is very
difficult to calculate the resonances of the structure at these
frequencies. If surface plasmon polariton effect is neglected,
one can calculate dielectric rectangular cube resonances and
perform a perturbation to account for metal presence on the
structure. However, this is not possible in our case.

5. Conclusions

We have compared several nanoantenna structures for
localized field enhancement, particularly at antenna feed
gap location. We took several known structures and opti-
mized their structural parameters to show that electric
field enhancement is beyond the natural resonance of the
antenna. We also proposed double bowtie antenna structure
for dual polarization. Single bowtie antenna with 90◦ flare
angle exhibited promising field enhancement factor of about
50 dB above the incident plane wave illumination. To create
relatively polarization insensitive structure, we proposed
double bowtie structure and studied various flare angles
for maximum field enhancement at the feed location. We
achieved about 56 dB field enhancement with 45◦ double
bowtie structure. The structure is symmetric for dual polar-
ization applications. Archimedean balanced spiral antenna
also showed good performance, but manufacturing difficul-
ties associated with this antenna precludes its realization
compared to bowtie geometries. We studied the effects
of substrate thickness on electric field enhancement and
showed that substrate thickness can be very influential and
must be taken into account during perturbational study of
the antenna.
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Figure 9: Electric field distribution on 45◦ double bowtie antenna
at 151 THz due to y-polarized plane wave incidence.
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Figure 10: Electric field at the feed gap location of double bowtie
for PEC model of gold.
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Figure 11: Electric field variation at the feed location of 90◦ single
bowtie for different glass thicknesses varying from 1400 nm to
200 nm.
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